FALL PREVENTION

D&C
Tier 1 & 2 Builders

Fall prevention is a relatively small
but complex part of any build.
The Workplace Group’s expertise,
systems and consultative approach
make it simple.

Working with you, not against you

Onsite and legal compliance guaranteed

Consider us your partner and leverage The Workplace Group’s
expertise early in the project to:

Australia’s most highly credentialed height safety provider,
The Workplace Group is a safe, reliable and easy contractor
to have on site.

>>

Clarify the scope

>>

Uncover and solve potential problems

OHS

>>

Answer your brief

>>

Plan for efficiency

The Workplace Group is independently certified to Australian
Standard AS 4801, the benchmark for full compliance to
WHS/OH&S regulations. AS 4801 certification guarantees
that our height safety inspectors are preparing SWMS and
other safety critical documents and working safely on your site.

The Workplace Group often uncovers savings for Tier 1 and
2 builders during the planning phase of the project, thanks to
greater efficiencies and an expert interpretation of the designer’s
intentions that can prevent costly rework and rectifications.

Financial stability
Established in 1997, The Workplace Group is a market leader
in height safety, with:

Properly briefed staffers observe your protocols
The Workplace Group staff will observe your protocols on site
and because we do the work directly rather than subcontracting,
we can guarantee our staff are properly briefed for your job.

>>

ISO 9001 certified manufacturing facility based in Melbourne

Products

>>

its own NATA™-accredited laboratory

>>

offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Melbourne, and Perth.

The Workplace Group’s products are tested in our own
NATA™-accredited laboratory, our manufacturing facility is
ISO 9001 certified and the products themselves are independently
certified by SAI Global to the appropriate Australian Standard.
The CodeMark™ certification guarantees compliance of the
Workplace Group’s Defender™ height safety products with
the National Construction Code (formerly the BCA).

In addition to $20 million public liability insurance coverage,
The Workplace Group’s many accreditations include CM3
prequalification, ISN and iProLive verification. Its client list
includes government, construction and blue-chip corporations.

Defender™ products are
designed to meet the
requirements of Australia’s
National Construction Code
and AS 1657, ensuring
compliance with Australian
Standards, OHS legislation
and state regulations.

DID YOU KNOW
GUARDRAIL
LADDERS
ROOF ANCHORS

ARE AUSTRALIAN MADE
CERTIFIED?
LICENSE ID NUMBER 8380

Our participation at the
design stage ensures works
happen in sequence thanks
to expert interpretation of the
designers intentions.

Responsive and flexible timeframes
We understand that timeframes are all-important in construction
and can shift. The Workplace Group will be as responsive and
flexible as possible to accommodate your schedule.

One measure and your Defender™ ladders
are manufactured off-site. No welding, no
grinding or cutting to size is needed on-site.
So your Defender™ ladders can be quickly
installed with minimum disruption.

Minimal disruption and efficient time on site
Our products are also designed with the construction industry
in mind. The Workplace Group’s Defender™ equipment is
designed and prefabricated in our manufacturing facility into
a modular format so time on site is limited to installation.
It all adds up to minimal impact on your build and truly
efficient scheduling.

We’ll be there right through to the end
The Workplace Group prides itself on getting the job right, first
time around but does not hide from any issues that might arise.
We are transparent, attentive and communicative throughout
our projects.
If you do find yourself concerned about any aspect of the job,
you will enjoy immediate access to our most senior people for
rapid resolution. When you engage The Workplace Group, it’s
for the long term.

When you need all the safety
and ease of access a guardrail
provides without the visual
impact on your building’s
aesthetics, choose Defender™
fold-down guardrails.

Defender™ walkway structure
requires 73% fewer penetrations.
The prefabricated modular patented
track-mounted system reduces site
time by 60 per cent.

T 1300 552 984 F 1300 551 612
www.workplaceaccess.com.au

Victoria (Head Office)
42-46 Cochranes Road
Moorabbin, VIC 3189
New South Wales
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia

safety products in the series:
Access Hatches
Air-Conditioning Platforms
Cooling Tower Platforms
Guardrails
Fold-Down Guardrails
Landings & Platforms
Roof Anchors
Rung Ladders
Staircases
Static Lines & Rail Systems
Step Type Ladders
Walkways
Walkways – Internal & Suspended and Attic Ladders
Walkways For Tiled Roofs
Walkways For Asbestos Roofs

